Macao
Gaming
Show
Coorganisers
praise
preparations for November
show
With just a few weeks remaining until the opening of the
second Macao Gaming Show, the event’s co-organisers – Macau
Jockey Club, Macau Slot and Macau Yat Yuen Canidrome – have
reiterated their ongoing support and investment in the show,
taking place at the Venetian Macao (November 18-20).
Discussing the Asian event, billed as ‘By Asia For The World’,
the companies said that they were all ‘very excited’ at the
ongoing success of MGS, and were looking forward to the next
edition of the show which features a contracted list of 122
exhibitors, drawn from Asia and beyond. In addition to
receiving widespread commercial and government support from
within Macau, MGS has also attracted a distinguished
international line-up of thought leaders who will be appearing
at the Macao Gaming Summit, which takes place alongside the
main show.
Ross Zhang, Event Operation Manager for MGS, said: “Once again
we are humbled by the encouragement we are receiving from our
esteemed compatriots and co-organisers, who have supported the
show from its inception and excited by their ongoing
investment which goes a long way to ensuring that the Macao
Gaming Show will reach its potential as the biggest and
brightest gaming event in Asia.”
Macau Jockey Club (#Z37) is one of the largest private
employers of Macau. In 1991, the Macau Jockey Club was
acquired by a consortium led by Dr Stanley Ho. All year round
racing in Macau Jockey Club. Basically, there are two race
meetings per week.

Macau Yat Yuen Canidrome (#Z37) is the famous greyhound racing
in Asia, established long lasting for over half century,
providing attractive gaming entertainment, and also the must
item for the tourists.
Macau Slot (#Z37), Sociedade de lotarias e Apostas Mutuas de
Macau, Lda (SLOT) founded in 1989, SLOT is the first
government-franchised company in Asia to operate a sports
betting business, we offers a wide range of wagering over
20,000 soccer and basketball matches live to our prestige
customers every season and we offers over 20 betting items.
To find out about all the latest MGS preparations and news,
follow MGS on twitter @MGS_HQ

